The richness of human recollective experience is, in part, related to evocation of previously experienced emotions. An extensive functional neuroimaging literature has provided a description of brain regions involved in retrieving emotionally neutral episodic memories. Whether similar or distinct systems are involved in retrieving emotional memories is unresolved. This question motivated the present functional neuroimaging study, using 0-15 positron emission tomography (PET), where we compared patterns of brain activation associated with retrieving previously studied emotional and neutral pictorial material. By varying task requirements and item density we characterized two distinct neural response patterns during emotional memory retrieval. First, we identified an anterior temporal pole activation that reflected the psychological set associated with emotional memory retrieval. Second, we identified a left amygdala response sensitive to actual retrieval of emotional items. These data suggest distinct functional roles for temporal lobe regions during emotional memory retrieval involving context-related tonic anterior temporal pole activation and a phasic item-related amygdala response. We conclude that brain regions involved in episodic memory retrieval reflect not only physical attributes of stimulus material, for example, their verbal or visual qualities, but also their affective significance.
INTRODUCTION
An important, though frequently overlooked, component of autobiographical memory is an associated emotional tone that, to varying degrees, is a quality of most recollective experience. Indeed, a close functional relationship between memory and emotion is supported by a number of lines of evidence that include enhanced learning for events with strong emotional valence (Bower, 1992) and preferential recall for emotionally laden autobiographical events (Holmes, 1970; Brewer, 1988) . In this study we address the question of whether neural systems known to be involved in episodic memory retrieval also subserve retrieval of emotional episodic memories. The alternative possibility, based on a transfer appropriate processing model, would suggest that emotional memory retrieval involves systems known to be involved in acquisition of emotional memories .
Our experimental approach involved comparing conditions where the valence of pictorial material (emotional versus neutral), task requirement (recognition memory or a judgement task), and density of target items (high versus low) were experimentally manipulated. In essence our design involved three factors (task, valence, and target density), each with two levels (see Fig. 1 ). As this design involved presentation of old and new items at test (corresponding to high and low target density conditions), it is important to control for nonspecific effects, such as emotional arousal, elicited by on-line processing of targets and foils, particularly during emotional recognition. This issue is addressed by the judgement condition, where valence and target density is varied in an identical manner to the memory conditions.
METHODS
Ten healthy male volunteer subjects who were free of past and present neurological and psychiatric disorder were recruited for the study. None of the subjects were taking current medication. All patients gave written informed consent. The study was approved by the Joint Ethics Committee of the National Hospital for Neurology and Neurosurgery and Institute of Neurology.
STUDY MATERIAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL TASKS
The study items were visual images of objects or scenes drawn from the International Affective Pictorial System (IAPS), which consists of images standardized with respect to emotional valence and arousal (Lang et al., 1995) . The items consisted of two discrete valence categories, reflecting either neutral or emotional content. The emotional content pictures consisted either positively or negatively valenced (i.e., pleasant or unpleasant) items. Twelve study sets were constructed containing lists of 20 items and for each of these study lists a corresponding test list was constructed. These test lists varied with respect to the number of study items they contained (High target density ϭ 80% targets; Low target density ϭ 0% targets).
Five minutes prior to each scanning window subjects were shown a study set of pictures consisting of either emotional or neutral items. Pictures were displayed for 3 s each during this encoding phase. The task requirement was for the subjects to make a valence rating, on a 9-point scale, for each of the pictures. Following each scan (following test) subjects gave one arousal rating for the entire picture set viewed during the scan. Valence ratings range from 1 (extremely unpleasant) to 9 (extremely pleasant). Arousal ratings range from 1 (extremely calm) to 9 (extremely aroused). These ratings were obtained using a rating scale, the SelfAssessment Mannikan (SAM) (Bradley and Lang, 1994) . These ratings were highly correlated with valence norms from American subjects supporting the validity of the use of IAPS photos in British subjects. Between study and test, performed during scanning, subjects were engaged in a distracter task involving serial subtraction, for 2 min, to prevent item rehearsal. Experimental conditions were counterbalanced across subjects.
The psychological tasks involved either a visual recognition or judgement task. During scanning subjects were presented with picture sequences, some of which they had previously seen at study. Pictures were displayed for 6 s followed by a blank screen for 1 s (ISI ϭ 7 s). As outlined the proportion of study items contained in these test sequences varied from either 85 or 0%, constituting high and low target conditions, respectively. This manipulation of target density was crossed with valence (emotional or neutral conditions) and with task (recognition or judgement conditions).
In the memory recognition task subjects responded with a yes/no response to indicate whether they had seen each individual item at study. In the judgement task subjects made an outdoor/indoor judgement. The proportions of binary responses in this condition was tailored to match that of the memory task, i.e., outdoor responses were similar in number to correct high and low target responses in the memory condition.
Valence and arousal ratings were obtained at the conclusion of each scan, which confirmed that valence ratings for unpleasant (t ϭ 5.05; df ϭ 10; P Ͻ 0.001) and pleasant (t ϭ 2.2; df ϭ 11; P ϭ 0.05) picture sets were significantly different from neutral picture sets in the predicted direction. These findings indicate that pictures classified as pleasant, unpleasant, and neutral were experienced as such during neuroimaging. Selfreported arousal ratings for pleasant (mean ϭ 4.39; SD ϭ 1.69), unpleasant (mean ϭ 5.14; SD ϭ 2.24), and neutral (mean ϭ 3.59; SD ϭ 2.01) pictures did not differ significantly. The correlations between scanning measures and normative data were 0.97 for valence and 0.79 for arousal ratings. Since arousal ratings for emotional pictures typically exceed those of neutral pictures, these findings suggest that the psychological task requirements attenuated the intensity of the associated emotional arousal.
FUNCTIONAL IMAGING
Overall 12 perfusion scans were acquired, to index condition-specific neural activity, using a SIEMENS/ CPS ECAT EXACT HRϩ (model 962) PET scanner (Siemens/CTI, Knoxville, TN) in 3-D mode with a 15-cm axial field of view. Relative rCBF was measured from the distribution of radioactivity after slow bolus i.v. injection of H 2 15 O (9 mCi per scan, each lasting 90 s). Attenuation-corrected data were reconstructed into 63 image planes with a resulting resolution of 6 mm at full-width-half-maximum. For each subject, structural magnetic resonance (MR) images were obtained with a 2T Magnetom VISION scanner (Siemens, Erlangen Germany).
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Statistical parametric mapping (SPM96, Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, London, UK) software was used for image realignment, transformation into standard stereotactic space, smoothing, and statis- tical analysis (Friston et al., 1995) . All measurements per condition were averaged across subjects. Statedependent differences in global flow were covaried out using ANCOVA. Main effects and interactions were assessed with contrasts of the adjusted task means using t statistics subsequently transformed into the z statistic. Corrected values refer to correction for the whole brain volume based upon magnitude of the response. The resulting set of z values constituted a statistical parametric map (SPM5z6). Localization of maxima are reported within the standard space as defined by Talairach and Tournoux and were superimposed on the group mean magnetic resonance image spatially normalized in to the same anatomical space (Talairach and Tournoux, 1988) .
The main hypothesis being tested in this experiment was whether the amygdala is engaged as a function of emotional memory retrieval. As we were particularly interested in activations associated with intentional emotional retrieval we compared retrieval of emotional versus neutral items in an explicit memory task with emotional versus neutral items in a judgement task. Note that in the latter condition any retrieval is likely-to-incidental. In this comparison high and low target density conditions are combined. To directly examine the influence of target density, involving actual retrieval of emotional items, a subsequent analysis included target density as a factor. For assessing statistical significance of regional activations we use corrected significance levels for activations not predicted a priori and uncorrected levels for activations that were predicted. Predicted activations during retrieval include right prefrontal cortex, parietal cortex, and medial temporal lobes (areas we have found in previous studies).
RESULTS
Behavioral data at test are summarized in Table 1 . These data show that performance was virtually at ceiling with no significant performance differences evident across conditions.
The critical analysis in this study is whether emotional content influenced episodic retrieval related activations. We addressed this by comparing neural responses associated with retrieving emotional compared to neutral items (low and high target conditions combined) versus the same comparison in the judgement conditions. This contrast revealed an highly significant activation in right anterior temporal pole (P Ͻ 0.05, corrected) specific to the emotional memory condition (see Fig. 2 ; Table 2a ). An activation in left amygdala was also evident in this contrast at a lower level of significance (P Ͻ 0.001, uncorrected).
The profile of activation we observed in anterior temporal pole, associated with emotional memory retrieval, is open to two interpretations. First, the finding might reflect an effect of psychological set engendered by engaging in emotional memory retrieval. It follows that this type of response, within the constraints of our study, should be independent of emotional item target density. Alternatively, the pattern might reflect actual retrieval of emotional memories and index a target density retrieval effect. Note that it remains possible that there is incidental retrieval in the judgment condition and this contrast best characterizes effects related to intentional retrieval.
To distinguish between psychological set-related and target density effects, during emotional memory retrieval, we carried out two additional analyses. First, we compared activations associated with emotional versus neutral memory retrieval in the zero target conditions alone to rule out target density effects on right temporal pole activation. The right temporal pole remained significant in this comparison (P Ͻ 0.001, uncorrected) with additional activations seen in bilateral parahippocampal gyri (P Ͻ 0.001, uncorrected). Second, we directly assessed the influence of emotional item target density on retrieval-related activations. This represents a three-way interaction in the factorial design where we examine the influence of target density on difference in differences between emotional and neutral conditions in the comparison of memory and judgement conditions. In this interaction the only significant effect was an activation in the left amygdala (P Ͻ 0.001, uncorrected), extending into the uncus associated with high target emotional memory retrieval (see Fig. 3 ; Table 2b ). The specificity of the amygdala response to emotional item retrieval was established in a contrast restricted to the memory conditions alone involving a comparison of target density (high versus low) for emotional compared to neutral memory conditions. Again the only significant effect was in the left amygdala (P Ͻ 0.001, uncorrected). This effect was independent of the valence of the retrieved material (i.e., there was no interaction in the left amygdala as a function of whether the retrieved material was pleasant or unpleasant). Finally, when testing the simple main effect of high versus low target density for emotional memory items the amygdala response remained significant (P Ͻ 0.001, uncorrected). Thus, the response profile in the amygdala indexed actual retrieval of emotional items.
Finally, to demonstrate that emotional memory retrieval activation is qualitatively distinct from retrievalrelated activations regardless of emotional valence we compared high with low target density effects for all memory conditions (i.e., memory-specific main effect of target density). This revealed a characteristic profile of bilateral prefrontal and right lateral parietal activation (all P Ͻ 0.001, uncorrected: see Table 2c ), an identical pattern to that which we have previously reported (Rugg et al., 1996) .
FIG. 2.
The focus of significant activation in right anterior temporal cortex (P Ͻ 0.05, corrected) is displayed superimposed upon orthogonal sections (sagittal, coronal, and transverse) of a structural scan rendered into standard space. The right lower panel provides condition specific mean corrected adjusted regional cerebral blood flow values (rCBF) for the maximum within the right anterior temporal pole for neutral and emotional conditions (displayed separately for pleasant and unpleasant) as a function of task (memory versus judgement).
DISCUSSION
The prefrontal and parietal cortices and, to a lesser extent, the hippocampus have all been implicated in functional neuroimaging studies of memory retrieval (Fletcher et al., 1997) . Furthermore, the profile of retrieval-related activation in these regions has been shown to be modulated by the nature of the stimulus material, for example, whether it is verbal, visual, or imageable (Fletcher et al., 1995) . The current study demonstrates that emotional content of retrieved material activates neural systems qualitatively distinct from those involved in retrieving emotionally neutral material. Furthermore, this memory response profile is itself characterized by a dissociation between an emotional retrieval context response and a target density response.
The anterior temporal pole, activated to an equal extent in high and low target density memory conditions, constitutes a component of paralimbic cortex whose putative functions include imparting affective tone to experience (Mesulam, 1985) . Paralimbic regions, including anterior temporal poles, receive inputs from unimodal and heteromodal sensory regions as well as so-called limbic inputs, an anatomical arrangement that could allow behavioral relevance appraisal of sensory inputs with respect to prior memory representations (Mesulam, 1985) . A more specific memoryrelated function is suggested by reports that patients with anterior temporal lobectomy manifest deficits in olfactory and autobiographical memory (Calabrese et al., 1996; Kapur et al., 1992; Rausch et al., 1977) , while electrical stimulation of temporal pole induces feelings of familiarity, memory flashbacks, and autonomic responses (Chapman et al., 1950; Kaada et al., 1949; Wall and Davis, 1951; Gloor et al., 1982; Wieser, 1983) . Our data indicate that the functional role of anterior temporal cortex in emotional memory retrieval relates primarily to the psychological context engendered by attempted or actual emotional item retrieval. Psychological context in this regard refers to an expectation that an emotional item will be retrieved.
Recent functional imaging data from a study of autobiographical memory has identified a right anterior temporal lobe activation similar to what we report here (Fink et al., 1996) . It seems reasonable to assume that autobiographical memories automatically embody emotional qualities and this factor might account for activation of anterior temporal pole. We have also previously reported right temporal pole activation when subjects attend to subjective emotional responses evoked by viewing emotional picture sets, a response that is absent when task instructions involve a spatial judgement with respect to the similar items (Lane et al., 1997) . Consequently, in both these studies anterior temporal pole activation was seen in a psychological context that necessarily embodied reference to prior emotional experience.
The other region activated during emotional memory retrieval was the left amygdala. To our knowledge this is the first functional neuroimaging study that provides evidence for an amygdala role in retrieving emotional episodic memories. Our finding that amygdala retrievalrelated activation is independent of material valence complements recent evidence for a similar lack of FIG. 3. The focus of significant activation in left amygdala associated with high target retrieval of emotional items (P Ͻ 0.001, uncorrected) is displayed superimposed upon a coronal MRI image. The effect in the left amygdala is derived from an analysis of a three-way interaction involving task by valence by target density. The right lower panel provides condition-specific mean corrected adjusted regional cerebral blood flow values (rCBF) for all emotional conditions (high and low targets in memory and judgement conditions).
differential effect at encoding (Hamann et al., 1999) . A well-established view links the amygdala to emotional memory encoding. For example, there is an extensive animal literature that associates amygdala function with consolidation of emotional long-term memories (McGaugh et al., 1992; Cahill and McGaugh, 1998) . In humans a role for the amygdala during memory encoding is suggested by evidence that enhanced free recall for emotional, relative to neutral, film clips is significantly correlated with an index of increased right amygdala activity at encoding . Neuropsychological studies of patients with bilateral amygdala damage, indicating impaired recall for emotional material, as well as data showing preservation of the enhanced recall for emotional material in amnesics, have likewise been interpreted as supporting an encoding deficit (Babinsky et al., 1993; Markowitsch et al., 1994; Hamann et al., 1997) . While these latter data are compatible with an amygdala influence at encoding it is important to bear in mind that encoding or retrieval deficits are difficult to distinguish on the basis of neuropsychological data alone. In this regard our neuroimaging data is not compatible with an exclusive role for the amygdala at encoding.
The critical question arising out of these findings is what functional role does the amygdala fulfil in emotional memory retrieval? During emotional learning the amygdala exert its effects through direct or indirect modulatory influences on cortical and subcortical structures that enhances consolidation (McGaugh et al., 1992; Ashe et al., 1989) . Furthermore, this functional role is known to be time limited and shows rapid adaptation (Quirk et al., 1997; Buchel et al., 1998) . Our data suggests a distinctive functional role during emotional memory retrieval. First, the relationship between target density and amygdala activation at retrieval does not easily accord with a characterization that it has a time-limited modulatory role during emotional learning. Instead, the data suggest a role during long-term retrieval, albeit following exposure to target material 5 min previously. Second, recent neuropsychological data on patients with amygdala damage highlights deficits in social judgements in response to faces, indicating that the amygdala is required for retrieval of components of social knowledge in response to visual stimuli (Adolphs et al., 1998) . This social knowledge may well be evaluative in nature an idea implicit in an early conceptualization of amygdala function as attaching emotional significance to sensory stimuli (Weiskrantz, 1956) . Our memory data is broadly compatible with this formulation with the added caveat that eliciting stimuli includes not only sensory events but also retrieved memories. In this light we suggest that a model for the functional role of the amygdala during memory retrieval may be to automatically index retrieved memories with representations of their past behavioral significance.
